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SUMMARY

The membrane ring that equatorially circumscribes
the nuclear pore complex (NPC) in the perinuclear
lumen of the nuclear envelope is composed largely
of Pom152 in yeast and its ortholog Nup210 (or
Gp210) in vertebrates. Here, we have used a combination of negative-stain electron microscopy, nuclear magnetic resonance, and small-angle X-ray
scattering methods to determine an integrative
structure of the 120 kDa luminal domain of
Pom152. Our structural analysis reveals that the
luminal domain is formed by a flexible string-ofpearls arrangement of nine repetitive cadherin-like
Ig-like domains, indicating an evolutionary connection between NPCs and the cell adhesion machinery.
The 16 copies of Pom152 known to be present in the
yeast NPC are long enough to form the observed
membrane ring, suggesting how interactions between Pom152 molecules help establish and maintain the NPC architecture.

INTRODUCTION
The eukaryotic nucleus is delimited by the nuclear envelope (NE),
composed of two distinct membranes, the inner and the outer
nuclear membranes, that enclose the perinuclear lumen. The
outer and inner nuclear membranes join to form specialized circular apertures (nuclear pores), containing large proteinaceous
assemblies termed nuclear pore complexes (NPCs) (Alber
et al., 2007b). The yeast NPC is a large (50 MDa) cylindrical assembly composed of multiple copies of 30 different proteins,
termed nucleoporins or Nups, arranged to form eight symmetrically arranged spokes linked by coaxial outer, inner, and mem-

brane rings (Alber et al., 2007a; Rout et al., 2000). NPCs facilitate
the active transport of macromolecules between the nucleoplasm and cytoplasm and are involved in other multiple essential
roles, including controlling genome organization and expression
(Ibarra and Hetzer, 2015). As a consequence, disruptions of the
NPC can lead to human disease (Simon and Rout, 2014).
It has been shown that the NPC has at its heart a cage-like
core scaffold consisting of Nups composed entirely of either a
b-propeller fold, an a-solenoid fold, or a distinctive arrangement
of both folds, a combination otherwise unique to vesicle-coating
complexes (Devos et al., 2004). These similarities suggest a
common evolutionary origin for NPCs and coated vesicles in
an early membrane-curving module or ‘‘protocoatomer’’ that
led to the formation of the internal membrane systems defining
the features of modern eukaryotes (Devos et al., 2004; Sampathkumar et al., 2013). This coatomer-like core scaffold is anchored
to the pore membrane through two different mechanisms. First,
ALPS (amphipathic lipid packing sensor) motifs, membranebinding a-helical ‘‘fingers,’’ are found on the membrane-facing
surface of the NPC core scaffold (Drin et al., 2007; Kim et al.,
2014; von Appen et al., 2015). Second, several Nups, termed
pore membrane proteins or Poms, carry trans-membranous a
helices (Chial et al., 1998; Miao et al., 2006; Wozniak et al.,
1989, 1994). Curiously, none of these transmembrane domains
or ALPS motifs seem individually essential for NPC assembly
or membrane anchoring, suggesting functional redundancy
(Liu et al., 2009). One particular Pom stands out by virtue of its
size and its apparent homo-oligomerization (Tcheperegine
et al., 1999; Yewdell et al., 2011) to form the membrane ring
that equatorially circumscribes the NPC in the perinuclear lumen
of the NE (Alber et al., 2007b). In yeast, this protein is termed
Pom152 (Wozniak et al., 1994), a type II integral membrane protein (Tcheperegine et al., 1999) that has an N-terminal NPCassociating region followed by a single transmembrane domain,
whereas its presumed vertebrate homolog Nup210 (also known
as Gp210) has its transmembrane domain near the C terminus
followed by the NPC-associating region (Greber et al., 1990;
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Wozniak et al., 1989). Both homologs have a large luminal
domain that was previously suggested to be formed by repeated
domains (Wozniak et al., 1994) of an Ig or cadherin-like fold (Devos et al., 2006). However, there is no available experimental evidence defining the precise number and structure of these domains or for the protein as a whole. Although Pom152 is nonessential in yeast, its overexpression significantly inhibits cell
growth (Wozniak et al., 1994), and it has been implicated in helping to form an early intermediate structure during NPC assembly
(Marelli et al., 2001). In vertebrates, Nup210 is a key regulator of
cell-fate adaptation (D’Angelo et al., 2012; Gomez-Cavazos and
Hetzer, 2015). Mutation and mis-regulation of Nup210 have been
related to severe human diseases, including numerous cancers
(Chapman et al., 2011; Rajkumar et al., 2011). Here, we have
used a combination of negative-stain electron microscopy
(EM), nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), and small-angle Xray scattering (SAXS) methods to determine an integrative structure of the 120 kDa luminal domain of Pom152.
RESULTS
Negative-Stain Electron Microscopy Analysis of
Pom152
To determine the overall shape and dimensions of the native fulllength Pom152 (Pom152FL; Figure 1A), we purified the endogenous protein as a monomer using affinity purification, native
elution, and sucrose density gradients (Fernandez-Martinez
et al., 2012) (Figures 1 and S1A). The samples were visualized
by negative-stain EM. The individual particle images display
varying degrees of curvature, although the dominant form was
elongated with a pronounced curvature, convex on the side
adjacent to the head (Figure 1). The particle images were
analyzed using an iterative stable alignment and clustering
(ISAC) method to generate class averages that were reproducible in multiple classification trials (Yang et al., 2012). All 35 resulting class averages showed a thin elongated shape for the
isolated monomeric protein molecule (Figure 1B). The average
end-to-end distance of Pom152FL class averages is 38.7 nm
(±1.5 nm; 30 class averages) (Figure 1G).
To further assess the structural features of Pom152FL, we
relied on the random conical tilt method (Radermacher, 1988)
to compute an initial 3D map (Figure 1C) and then used the Relion program to compute the final 3D map at 25 Å resolution
(Scheres, 2012) (Figure 1D). The resolution is limited by incomplete angular coverage of particle views and conformational
heterogeneity (Figures S1D and S1E). Nevertheless, the map
faithfully recapitulates the major features seen in the 2D class
averages. Pom152FL has a prominent head that is attached to
a long tail resembling a string-of-pearls (Figure 1B). This tail is
apparently formed by nine consecutive globular domains (Figure 1D) and exhibits heterogeneity in the observed conformational states, probably due to changes in the relative orientations
of the globular domains with respect to each other (Figures 1B
and 1C). The arrangement of the first three domains (the neck)
is relatively linear, while domains 3–9 form a curved shape in
all observed classes. The estimated inter-domain angle between
the latter globular domains (3–9) in most particle images ranges
from 10 to +5 , with an average of 4.1 (Figures 1E, 1B, and
S1C). Some curvature is retained even as the domains are
2 Structure 25, 1–12, March 7, 2017

sequentially removed, supporting the idea that the curvature is
an intrinsic property of the tail (Figure 1F; below).
To define which of the morphological features correspond to
the N- and C-terminal domains of Pom152, we used negativestain EM to analyze two C-terminally truncated versions of the
protein. All resulting class averages for the C-terminal truncations Pom15211,135 and Pom1521936 showed an intact head,
but were missing a number of globular domains proportional
to the size of the deletion, as reflected by their average end-toend distance of 28.9 nm (±1.6 nm; 28 class averages) for
Pom15211,135 and 24.4 nm (±1.0 nm; 33 class averages) for
Pom1521936 (Figures 1A, 1F, and 1G). This finding indicated
that the tail corresponds to the C-terminal luminal domain of
Pom152 (Pom152LD) and that the head contains the N-terminal
NPC-associating region and the transmembrane domain. The
truncated Pom152 particles showed a degree of heterogeneity
similar to that of Pom152FL. The difference between the endto-end distances of Pom152FL and the truncated forms
(Pom15211,135 and Pom1521936) suggested an average size
of 4.0 nm (±2.4 nm; 20 class averages) for each globular domain.
The average width of the domains is 2.9 nm (±1.6 nm; 37 class
averages).
The Luminal Domain of Pom152 Stabilizes the NPC’s
Association with the Pore Membrane
Complete deletions of Pom152 have not been observed to
change the fitness phenotype (Wozniak et al., 1994) but have
been shown to cause synthetic defects when combined with mutations affecting inner-ring nucleoporins (Tcheperegine et al.,
1999) or other integral membrane proteins involved in NPC
biogenesis, such as Heh1 (Yewdell et al., 2011) or Apq12 (Scarcelli et al., 2007). Pom152 is a part of the NPC membrane ring
and has been suggested to be involved in shaping and stabilizing
the NPC’s pore membrane (Alber et al., 2007b; Onischenko
et al., 2009; Yewdell et al., 2011). Indeed, Nups with ALPS-motif
associated with the pore membrane also appear to help stabilize
the membrane (Drin et al., 2007; Marelli et al., 2001; Meszaros
et al., 2015), as is exemplified by sensitivity to growth in the
membrane-destabilizing reagent benzyl-alcohol (FernandezMartinez et al., 2012). We thus decided to test the phenotype
of Pom152LD truncation mutants in the presence of benzylalcohol.
Addition of benzyl-alcohol caused especially clear growth defects in the luminal domain mutants (Figure 2A). Complete deletion of Pom152 does not show such obvious defects, suggesting
that the observed phenotype is mainly related to the functional
role of the luminal domain. When the same mutants were tested
for thermosensitivity, no growth defect was observed (Figure 2A),
showing that the benzyl-alcohol phenotype is a specific and
not a general response to stress; also, addition of the chemical
chaperone tauroursodeoxycholic acid (TUDCA) did not compensate for the benzyl-alcohol growth defect (not shown), suggesting that the phenotype is not associated with the ER stress
response pathway, as shown for hNup210 (Gomez-Cavazos
and Hetzer, 2015). To control for the possibility of subcellular
mislocalization causing the Pom152 truncation mutant phenotypes, we used fluorescently tagged reporters to observe the
localization of the Pom152 truncations in relation to other NPC
markers. As shown in Figure 2B, the truncated form of Pom152
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Figure 1. Negative-Stain EM Analysis Shows that Pom152 has an Extended, String-of-Pearls-Shaped Luminal Domain
(A) Domain organization of Pom152FL and four truncations drawn to scale. Pom152FL exhibits a three-domain organization with the NPC-associating domain
(NPC), the transmembrane segment (TM), and the domain inside the perinuclear lumen of the nuclear envelope (luminal domain). The numbers indicate amino
acid residue positions. Horizontal gray lines for the truncations represent the number of amino acid residues in each segment.
(B) Thirty-five representative negative-stain EM class averages of Pom152FL. The number of particles in each class is shown. Bar, 10 nm.
(C) Representative random conical tilt 3D maps (right) are aligned to each of the corresponding class averages (left). The number of particles in each class is
shown. Bar, 10 nm.
(D) Negative-stain EM density map of Pom152FL. The nine globular domains in the C-terminal lumen (1–9) and the N-terminal head region containing the NPCassociating and TM domains are indicated. Bar, 50 Å.
(E) The average inter-domain angle for the last seven repetitive regions was estimated in 37 representative Pom152FL class averages using the ImageJ angle tool.
One angle was measured between domains 3 and 9, its difference from 180 was determined, and the resulting value divided between the seven globular
domains involved in the estimation. Distribution of the resulting inter-domain angles is shown in a Kernel density plot with a peak of 4.1 , indicating a small
negative curvature for the particles.
(F) Representative negative-stain EM class averages of three assigned views of Pom152FL, Pom15211,135, and Pom1521936. The number of particles in each
class is shown. Bar, 10 nm.
(G) End-to-end distances of Pom152FL, Pom15211,135, and Pom1521936 in samples of 30, 28, and 33 class averages, respectively. The lines on the data points
indicate the mean and SD: 38.7 ± 1.5 nm, 28.9 ± 1.6 nm and 24.4 ± 1.0 nm for the samples, respectively.
See also Figure S1 and Table S2.
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Figure 2. Functional Analysis of Truncations Affecting the Pom152 Luminal Domain
(A) Growth phenotypes of Pom152FL tagged with Protein A or Prescission protease cleavage site (PPX)-Protein A and related truncation mutants (see Figure 1A).
Serial 10-fold dilutions of cells were spotted on YPD plates in the absence or presence of 0.3% and 0.4% benzyl-OH at 30 C or on YPD plates and grown at the
indicated temperatures for 1–3 days.
(B) Subcellular localization of benzyl-OH treated Pom152-GFP constructs. Panels show the localization of the indicated genomically tagged Pom152-GFP or
Nup188-mCherry (used as NPC localization control) constructs as determined by fluorescence microscopy. Cells were grown on liquid yeast minimal medium
supplemented with 2% glucose at 30 C (untreated) or with an additional 0.1% benzyl-OH for 3 hr at 30 C (benzyl-OH). Differential interference contrast (DIC).
Bar, 5 mm.
See also Figure 1A and Table S2.

shows the nuclear rim staining characteristic of a nucleoporin;
the localization and distribution of NPCs, revealed by co-localization of the inner-ring component Nup188, appears normal.
However, upon treatment with benzyl-alcohol, both Nup188
and the truncated Pom152 start to co-accumulate at cytoplasmic foci. Our results thus show that the luminal domain of
Pom152 is functionally relevant and suggest that it plays key
roles in shaping and stabilizing the NPC structure.
Structure Determination of Pom152718–820, the Luminal
Ig-like Domain, Using NMR Spectroscopy
Negative-stain EM revealed that Pom152LD is formed by nine
globular domains whose arrangement displays a significant
but limited degree of heterogeneity and/or flexibility (Figure 1),
making this domain challenging for structure determination.
However, their small size made individual domains suitable for
structure determination by solution NMR spectroscopy. Two
segments (Pom152603820 corresponding to domains 3–4 and
Pom152718820 corresponding to domain 4) were evaluated by
recording their 2D 1H-15N HSQC (heteronuclear single-quantum
4 Structure 25, 1–12, March 7, 2017

coherence) spectra (Figure S2). The line shapes and intensities
of the peaks seen for Pom152603820 were non-uniform,
making this segment intractable by NMR spectroscopy, whereas
Pom152718820 HSQC spectra showed well-dispersed peaks
with uniform line shapes and intensities. Pom152718820 was
thus chosen for full structure characterization due to its apparently higher conformational homogeneity.
The backbone and side-chain resonances as well as distance
restraints were determined for a [U-13C, 15N] Pom152718820
sample. The 20 best-scoring structures in the ensemble superimpose well on each other, with root-mean-square deviation
(RMSD) of 0.60 ± 0.11 Å over N, Ca, and C backbone atoms;
they also have good stereochemistry (Figure 3A and Table 1).
The solution structure of Pom152718820 revealed an Ig-like
fold (Figures 3C and 3D) containing nine b strands that form
two b sheets with a typical b-sandwich topology (Figure 3B).
The two b sheets are made of the ABE and C0 CFGG0 A0 b strands
(using the standard Ig-like domain annotation; Halaby et al.,
1999) (Figure 3B). The fold does not contain any inter-sheet disulfide bonds, resulting in a less compact b sandwich with a
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Figure 3. NMR Structure Determination of Pom152718–820 Reveals a Conserved Ig-like Fold Domain
(A) Superimposition of the 20 lowest-energy structures of Pom152718820 that satisfy the NMR restraints best. The two b sheets are made of the ABE (blue) and
C0 CFGG0 A0 b strands (cyan). Scale bar, 5 Å.
(B) Topology of the Pom152718820 fold. b strands are represented as thick arrows and the linkers connecting them as lines. Each strand is named following the
standard Ig-like domain annotation (Halaby et al., 1999).
(C and D) Two views of the best-scoring structure, showing the arrangement of b strands and features labeled as in (B).
(E and F) Sequence conservation of Pom152718820 among 37 fungal homologs (Figure S6), plotted on the surface of the Pom152718820 structure; low conservation in white, high conservation in red.
(G and H) Electrostatic potential on the surface of the Pom152718820 structure, calculated using the PyMOL tool APBS; negative (2 kT/e) and positive (+2 kT/e)
potentials are shown in red and blue, respectively.
See also Figure S2 and Table 1.

distance between the two sheets of 11.4 Å (between B3 [Ser739]
and F3 [Ile792] Ca atoms) that is larger than that in related Ig-like
fold structures, such as cadherins (e.g., 9.4 Å between I33 and
V79 in the neural cell adhesion molecule [NCAM]; PDB: 1EPF;
Kasper et al., 2000). Accordingly, we consider the Ig-like domain
of Pom152718820 to be a variant of the C3-subtype Ig-like fold
family (Table 2 in Halaby et al., 1999). Structural mapping of
sequence conservation of Pom152718820 among 37 fungal species reveals a conserved surface region lined by residues from
the F, G, and G0 b strands and the FG loop, as well as highly
conserved cysteine residues at the termini of the Ig domains (Figures 3E, 3F, and S6). The former region has a net negative electrostatic potential in its center, partly bounded by patches with a
net positive potential (Figures 3G and 3H). We tested the possibility that this region is a binding site for calcium ions, as is
the case for many cadherin-like proteins. However, addition of
EDTA or calcium chloride did not significantly alter chemical

shifts of Pom152718820 or the negative-stain EM images (not
shown), suggesting that Pom152 does not bind calcium ions,
unlike many other cadherin-like proteins.
Pom152 Luminal Domain Is Formed by an Array of Ig-like
Domains
We predicted that the remaining eight domains in the luminal
domain of Pom152 are also Ig-like domains, as was already
revealed by NMR spectroscopy for Pom152718820. This prediction was based on the following four considerations. First,
sequence-based predictions of secondary structure, disordered
regions, and domain boundaries are consistent with an Iglike fold (Figure S3A–S3C). Second, the eight domains share statistically significant sequence alignments to Pom152718820
(E-values ranging from 3.3 3 1049 to 6.8 3 1039) (Figures
4B, 4C, and S3D). Third, comparative models of these domains,
constructed with MODELLER (Sali and Blundell, 1993) using the
Structure 25, 1–12, March 7, 2017 5
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Table 1. NMR Restraints and Structural Statistics for the 20
Lowest-Energy Structures of Pom152718–820
Restraints and Statistics

Wild-Type

Total number of restraints

2,590

NOE restraints

2,346

Unambiguous

2,086

Intra-residue

863

Sequential

478

Short-range

115

Medium-range

27

Long-range

603

Ambiguous

260

Inter-molecular
Dihedral angle restraints

176

Hydrogen-bond restraintsa

68

Structure statisticsb
NOE violations >0.5 Å

0%

Dihedral violations >5

0%

RMSD from average structurec,d
All residues (236–298)
Backbone (N, Ca, C) (Å)

0.60 ± 0.11

Heavy atoms (Å)

1.20 ± 0.10

Ramachandran statisticse
Most favored region (%)

78.9 (89.7)

Additionally allowed (%)

18.4 (8.9)

Generously allowed (%)

2.6 (1.4)

Disallowed (%)

0.0 (0.0)

See also Figures 3 and S2.
a
Hydrogen-bond restraints were an HN-O distance of 1.8–2.3 Å and an
N-O distance of 2.8–3.3 Å.
b
Structural characteristics for the final ensemble of 20 water-refined
structures.
c
RMSD of the mean structure from individual structures in the ensemble.
d
RMSD for residues 718–820 shown.
e
Ramachandran plot data shown for residues 718–820 (in bracket structured region: 722–725; 731–733; 737–746; 751–759; 766–773; 778–785;
789–800; 804–807; 813–817).

NMR structure of Pom152718820 as a template (Figures 4B
and 4C), have reasonable stereochemistry, indicating all nine
domains might assume the same fold. Finally, the cysteine residues in Pom152718820 that we identified as conserved across
different species (above) are also conserved in the remaining
eight domains (Figures 3E, 3F, and S6). As an aside, it is conceivable that putative disulfide bridges involving these cysteine residues help stabilize interfaces between the Ig-like domains of
Pom152, intra- and/or inter-molecularly.
A Structural Model of a Luminal Ig-like Domain in Human
Nup210
Nup210 is the human ortholog of Pom152. Its luminal domain
is a key regulator of cell differentiation (D’Angelo et al., 2012;
Gomez-Cavazos and Hetzer, 2015). The two orthologs share
domain composition, although the order of the domains is swapped, with the luminal domain located at the N terminus of
Nup210, while the transmembrane and NPC-associating do6 Structure 25, 1–12, March 7, 2017

mains are at its C terminus (Figure 4D). The low sequence identity
between the yeast and human luminal domains (20%) prevented us from unambiguously defining the number and boundaries of the Nup210 Ig-like domains. Nevertheless, we were able
to construct a comparative model of Nup2101,0791,152 by relying
on our structure of Pom152718820 as a template (Figure 4E and
Supplemental Experimental Procedures). The NCBI Conserved
Domain (Marchler-Bauer et al., 2015) server predicts that
Nup2101,0791,152 is an Ig-like fold domain, based on an alignment (E-value 1.02 3 1016) to the Pfam family PF02368 (a bacterial Ig-like domain family), suggesting that the luminal domain
of Nup210 is organized similarly to that of Pom152.
Integrative Structure Determination of Pom152FL
We determined the structure of Pom152FL through an integrative
modeling approach (Figure 5) that has proven useful for structural
analysis of flexible and thus conformationally heterogeneous proteins, such as Pom152 (Fernandez-Martinez et al., 2016; Kim et al.,
2014). We represented Pom152FL in a coarse-grained fashion to
reflect the relatively low resolution of structural information about
it, as follows. Each of the nine Ig-like domains was represented
as a rigid body at the resolution of 1 residue per bead, computed
from the atomic NMR structure (Figure 3C) or a comparative model
(Figures 4B and 4C). In addition to these nine domains connected
by flexible linkers (from 4 to 10 residues per bead), a Pom152FL
model also included a flexible string of beads (from 20 to 100 residues per bead) corresponding to the N-terminal NPC-associating
domain (residues 1–100), the transmembrane domain (residues
101–200), and the linker domain (residues 201–374). Next,
100,000 Pom152FL models were computed by flexibly fitting
random initial models into the negative-stain EM density map
while avoiding steric clashes and retaining sequence connectivity.
The 500 best-scoring models (i.e., the ensemble) fit the EM
map as well as satisfy the excluded volume and sequence connectivity restraints used to compute the models. The structures
also fit the EM class averages, with cross-correlation coefficients
ranging from 0.84 to 0.87 for representative class averages
(Figure S4C).
In addition to satisfying information used to compute them, the
models are also similar to each other. The clustering of the bestscoring models identified a single dominant cluster of 364 similar
structures, with a precision (Supplemental Experimental Procedures) of 7.0 Å for the luminal domain (Figure S4A).
In general, an ensemble of good-scoring models can be visualized as a localization probability density map. The map gives
the probability of any volume element being occupied by a
certain bead in superposed good-scoring models. Figure 6A
shows the localization density for each of the nine Ig-like domains, as sampled by the 364 good-scoring models in the dominant cluster. The 7.0 Å precision of this cluster is sufficiently high
to pinpoint the locations, but not the orientations, of the constituent Ig-like domains (Figure S4B).
The integrative structure further supports the similarity between the molecular architectures of Pom152LD and cadherins
(Figure 6A) (Devos et al., 2006).
Validation of the Pom152LD Structure Using SAXS Data
We validated our integrative structure of Pom152LD by SAXS
data. Specifically, the computed SAXS profiles match measured
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Figure 4. Comparative Models of Eight Iglike Domains and Comparison with an Iglike Domain in Human Nup210
(A) Domain organization of Pom152FL and its domains drawn to scale. The head region contains
the domain that faces the NPC inner ring (NPC) and
the transmembrane segment (TM), followed by the
luminal domain composed of nine Ig-like repeats.
The amino acid boundaries for each Ig-like repeat
are indicated below them. The repeat analyzed by
NMR (Ig-4, Pom152718820) is highlighted in light
blue.
(B) Comparative models of the remaining eight Iglike domains were built using the Pom152718820
NMR structure as the template, followed by superposing them on the Pom152718820 structure.
The eight domains share statistically significant
sequence alignments to Pom152718820 (E-values
ranging from 3.3 3 1049 to 6.8 3 1039).
(C) Sequence conservation among the nine Iglike domains was mapped on the structure of
Pom152718820 using ConSurf (Ashkenazy et al.,
2016). Low conservation, white; high conservation,
orange.
(D) Domain organization of human Nup210. See
legend of Figure 1A.
(E) Superposition of comparative models for
yeast Pom152718820 (orange) and human
Nup2101,0791,152 (blue).
See also Figure S3.

also match the envelopes (ab initio
shapes) computed from the corresponding SAXS profiles (Figures 6 and S5).
The linearity of the Guinier plots confirms
a high degree of homogeneity for each
of the five Pom152 SAXS samples. Each
radius of gyration (Rg) and maximum particle size (Dmax) are consistent with those
of the corresponding Pom152 segments
(Table S1). Notably, all five SAXS profiles
show well-defined bell-shaped curves
in Kratky plots (Figure S5, middle), indicating relatively rigid conformations of
the individual Ig-like domains. In addition,
plateaus at the high q region (0.2–0.3 Å1)
in the Kratky plots indicate some flexibility
between Ig-like domains in solution,
consistent with the heterogeneity inferred
from the negative-stain EM class averages (Figure 1B).

SAXS profiles for all five experimentally characterized segments,
spanning residues 718–820 (Ig-4), 718–920 (Ig-4,5), 603–820 (Ig3,4), 919–1020 (Ig-6), and 718–1148 (Ig-4,5,6,7) (Figure S5 and
Table S1). In addition, the shapes of these segments in our model

Position of Pom152LD within
the NPC
Pom152 is the main component of the
membrane ring of the NPC (Alber et al.,
2007b; Tcheperegine et al., 1999; Wozniak et al., 1994). To determine whether or not the shape and
length of our integrative structure of Pom152 account for the formation of the membrane ring, we fitted the luminal domains of 16
copies of Pom152 into our previously published yeast NPC map
Structure 25, 1–12, March 7, 2017 7
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Figure 5. Four-Stage Scheme for Integrative Structure Determination of Pom152FL
The integrative structure determination of Pom152FL proceeds through four stages: (1) gathering data, (2) representing and translating data into spatial restraints,
(3) conformational sampling to produce an ensemble of structures that satisfies the restraints, and (4) analyzing, assessing, and validating the ensemble
structures. The modeling protocol (i.e., stages 2, 3, and 4) was scripted using the Python Modeling Interface (PMI), version 4d97507, a library for modeling
macromolecular complexes based on our open-source Integrative Modeling Platform (IMP) package, version 2.6 (http://integrativemodeling.org) (Russel
et al., 2012).

(Alber et al., 2007b) (Figures 6B and S7). A good fit positions two
copies of the extended Pom152LD molecule in an antiparallel
fashion on top of each other, forming a homodimer; it is ambiguous whether the tail-to-head direction is clockwise or counterclockwise. The length of the elongated Pom152LD (38.7 nm) is
sufficient to span the spoke width. The arrangement suggests
that the membrane ring is made possible by tight interactions between the Ig-like domains in the two antiparallel luminal domains,
in agreement with the observed homo-dimerization of Pom152
in vivo (Alber et al., 2007b; Tcheperegine et al., 1999).
DISCUSSION
Since the first high-resolution structure of a nucleoporin domain
was solved in 2002 (Hodel et al., 2002), the combined efforts of
many groups have provided a detailed structural picture for
most of the major components of the NPC (Schwartz, 2016).
8 Structure 25, 1–12, March 7, 2017

However, conspicuously absent was any such information for
the NPC membrane ring. Our structure of Pom152FL is thus the
first detailed view of the molecular architecture of the NPC’s
transmembrane components. The structure confirmed our previous suggestion (Devos et al., 2006) that the domain arrangement
in Pom152, with repeated Ig-like b-sandwich folds forming an
extended luminal module, most strongly resembles the organization of another conserved eukaryotic family of proteins, classical (type I) cadherins (Ishiyama and Ikura, 2012). The similarities between these two types of proteins extend beyond each
repetitive unit, including: (1) they share an overall arch shape
(Figure 1 and (Shapiro and Weis, 2009)); (2) they are both able
to dimerize (Shapiro and Weis, 2009; Tcheperegine et al.,
1999; Yewdell et al., 2011); and (3) they share a similar domain
organization, with a segment of repetitive Ig-like domains connected through a single-pass transmembrane region to a short
protein-protein interaction domain (although in cadherins the
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Figure 6. Integrative Structure of Pom152FL
Based on NMR Spectroscopy, NegativeStain EM, and SAXS
(A) (Left) The localization probability density map
computed from 364 superposed structures that
satisfy the input spatial restraints shows the location of each of the nine Ig-like domains (ranging
from blue to red). The negative-stain EM density
map is superposed in gray. A representative
molecular model of Pom152LD (ribbon plot) was
obtained by adjusting the relative orientations of
adjacent Ig-like domains to resemble those in
known cadherin structures (PDB: 1L3W, 1EPF,
1NCI, 4ZI9, 5K8R) (Boggon et al., 2002; Kasper
et al., 2000; Nicoludis et al., 2015; Nicoludis et al.,
2016; Shapiro et al., 1995). (Right) Validation of the
integrative structure of Pom152LD by SAXS data
for five Pom152 segments spanning residues
718–820 (Ig-4), 718–920 (Ig-4,5), 603–820 (Ig-3,4),
919–1020 (Ig-6), and 718–1148 (Ig-4,5,6,7). The
shapes of these segments in our integrative
structure match the envelopes (ab initio shapes)
computed from the corresponding SAXS profiles.
(B) Fit of 16 copies of Pom152LD into the yeast NPC
map (Alber et al., 2007b). A good fit positions two
copies of the extended Pom152LD molecule in
an anti-parallel fashion on top of each other,
forming a homodimer; we only show the potential
arrangement of the antiparallel homodimer, which
is implied by the C2 symmetry of the NPC (Alber
et al., 2007b; Kosinski et al., 2016; Lin et al., 2016).
See also Figures 5 and S4–S7; Table S1.

orientation of the domains is equivalent to that in Nup210; see
Figures 1 and 4 and Shapiro and Weis, 2009). In the case of cadherins, their cytoplasmic short region is extended and largely
unstructured (Huber et al., 2001) and has been shown to interact
with the arm-repeat a-solenoid proteins p120 catenin (Ishiyama
et al., 2010) and b-catenin (Huber et al., 2001). The NPC-associating domains of Pom152 and Nup210 are of similar size (150
amino acid residues) and both are predicted to be largely disordered, although the orientation of this domain in Nup210 is at the
C terminus while that of Pom152 is at the N terminus (Wozniak
et al., 1989, 1994). Variability in the position and type of the membrane domain between potential Nup homologs has previously
been seen in the Trypanosome NPC (Obado et al., 2016); interestingly, Pom152 localizes to the NPC when expressed in
mammalian cells (Wozniak et al., 1994), suggesting conservation
in assembly mechanism and even function between vertebrates
and fungi.
The N-terminal Pom152 NPC-associating domain is positioned close to the NPC inner ring (Alber et al., 2007b). Indeed

genetic interactions with inner-ring components (Nic96, Nup59, Nup170, and
Nup188) that require the presence of the
Pom152 N terminus have been described
(Tcheperegine et al., 1999); moreover,
Pom152 appears to physically interact
with several inner-ring proteins (Alber
et al., 2007b). It is thus reasonable to suggest that, similar to the cadherin-catenin
interactions, the disordered N terminus of Pom152 connects to
the a-solenoids of the NPC inner-ring components (Alber et al.,
2007b; Kosinski et al., 2016; Lin et al., 2016), just as cadherins
use a largely unstructured linker to interact with the a-solenoid
catenin proteins.
Despite their common organization, some clear differences
are also observed between Pom152 and cadherins. First,
Pom152 lacks the conserved tryptophans that mediate the
‘‘strand-swap’’ mechanism of dimerization in cadherins (Shapiro
and Weis, 2009). Not a single Trp residue is present at the C terminus of Pom152 (Figure S6), and our fitting into the whole NPC
suggests that Pom152 molecules likely dimerize through more
extensive contacts (Figures 6B and S7). The distribution of electrostatic potential and sequence conservation on the structure of
Pom152718820 (Figures 3E–3H and S6) indicates a mechanism
where facing Ig-like domains from opposite strands generate
complementary interaction surfaces. Second, unlike cadherins,
Pom152 does not seem to be able to bind calcium. Cadherin
Ig-like domains coordinate calcium through highly conserved
Structure 25, 1–12, March 7, 2017 9
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residues, stiffening the connections between successive domains and imparting a strong curvature to the full-length ectodomain (Boggon et al., 2002; Nagar et al., 1996). Removal of calcium leads to a disordering of inter-domain orientations that
can be observed by negative-stain EM (Pokutta et al., 1994).
However, we were not able to detect calcium binding or any
obvious calcium-dependent Pom152 shape changes (data not
shown). Perhaps this observation is unsurprising in proteins
that diverged more than a billion years ago.
Pom152 and Nup210 homologs exist beyond the opisthokonts (Fungi and Metazoa). Clear homologs are found in Amoebozoa and in plants, although all these are more similar to
Nup210, the closer homologs of Pom152 being restricted to
the Fungi. Although clearly structurally and functionally similar,
the precise nature of the evolutionary relationship between the
Pom152-like and Nup210-like homologs therefore remains
somewhat unclear. Even so, cadherin-like proteins predate the
eukaryota, being found in bacteria where they may mediate
cell-cell contact (Fraiberg et al., 2010), consistent with an ancient
evolutionary origin for Pom152 and Nup210, and the entire NPC
(Alber et al., 2007b; Devos et al., 2004; Devos et al., 2006; Field
and Dacks, 2009).
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Affinity Purification of Endogenous Pom152 and Truncation Mutants
Native Pom152 and the truncation mutants Pom15211,135 and Pom1521936
were affinity purified, natively eluted, and further purified in 5%–20% sucrose
gradients as previously described (Sampathkumar et al., 2013).
Yeast Strains
Yeast strains (Table S2) were constructed in a W303 (MATa/alpha ade2-1
ura3-1 his3-11, 15 trp 1-1 leu2-3,112 can1-100) background using standard
techniques (Fernandez-Martinez et al., 2012). Unless otherwise stated, strains
were grown at 30 C in YPD medium (1% yeast extract, 2% bactopeptone, and
2% glucose).
Electron Microscopy Analyses and 3D Reconstruction of Pom152
Purified Pom152FL and the truncated versions Pom15211,135 and
Pom1521936 were applied to glow-discharged carbon-coated copper grids
and stained with 1% uranyl formate. Images were collected on a JEOL JEM2100F transmission electron microscope (JEOL USA) or a Philips CM200
transmission electron microscope (FEI) and analyzed using ISAC (Yang
et al., 2012). The 3D density map of Pom152FL was generated through the
random conical tilt reconstruction method and Relion (Scheres, 2012). Angles
were measured with the ImageJ angle tool. Further details are provided in the
Supplemental Experimental Procedures.
Phenotypic Assays
To analyze the growth phenotype, 10-fold dilutions of yeast cultures were
spotted on YEPD plates in the presence or absence of 0.3% or 0.4%
benzyl-alcohol and incubated at the indicated temperatures (Fernandez-Martinez et al., 2012). Indicated fluorescently tagged proteins were visualized, in
the presence of absence of 0.1% benzyl-alcohol, using a 633 1.4 NA PlanApochromat objective using a microscope (Axioplan 2, Zeiss) equipped with
a cooled charge-coupled device camera (ORCA-ER, Hamamatsu) (Fernandez-Martinez et al., 2012).
Expression and Purification of Pom152 Constructs
Pom152 constructs used for SAXS studies were expressed as SeMET labeled
proteins and purified following a standard procedure (Kim et al., 2014; Sampathkumar et al., 2012). Pom152 constructs used for the NMR studies were
expressed in minimal medium following a standard protocol (Weber et al.,
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1992) with minor modifications. See Supplemental Experimental Procedures
for details.
NMR Resonances Assignments and Structure Calculation of
Pom152718–820
The [U-13C,15N] Pom152718820 samples were used for backbone and sidechain resonance assignments using multidimensional NMR experiments
(Sattler et al., 1999). All NMR data were acquired at 25 C using either Varian
600 MHz or Bruker 600 and 900 MHz spectrometers equipped with cryogenic
probes capable of applying pulse-field gradients along the z axis. Structure
calculations were carried out using distance, dihedral, and hydrogen-bond
restraints using the ARIA/CNS program (Linge et al., 2003). A total of 2,095 restraints were used to solve the structure of Pom152718820 (Figure 3A). Twenty
best-scoring structures with no distance restraint violations larger than 0.5 Å
and no dihedral restraint violations larger than 5 were chosen to represent
the structural ensemble consistent with the NMR data. Further details are provided in the Supplemental Experimental Procedures.
Small-Angle X-Ray Scattering Experiments
SAXS measurements for five Pom152 segments were carried out at the SSRL
Beamline 4-2 in the SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory (Menlo Park, CA)
(Figures 6A and S5; Table S1). Further details of SAXS analysis are provided
in Supplemental Experimental Procedures and our previous publications
(Kim et al., 2014; Sampathkumar et al., 2012).
Comparative Modeling of Luminal Ig-like Domains in Pom152 and
Human Nup210
Comparative models of eight luminal Ig-like domains of Pom152 (Figure 4B)
and a single luminal Ig-like domain of human Nup2101,0791,152 (Figure 4E)
were computed with MODELLER (Sali and Blundell, 1993), using the NMR
structure of Pom152718820 as the template. Further details are provided in
Supplemental Experimental Procedures.
Integrative Structure Determination of Pom152FL
The integrative structure determination of Pom152FL proceeded through four
stages (Figure 5) (Alber et al., 2007a, 2007b; Fernandez-Martinez et al.,
2012; Lasker et al., 2010, 2012): (1) gathering data, (2) representing and translating data into spatial restraints, (3) conformational sampling to produce an
ensemble of structures that satisfies the restraints, and (4) analyzing, assessing, and validating the ensemble structures. The modeling protocol (i.e.,
stages 2, 3, and 4) was scripted using the Python Modeling Interface (PMI),
version 4d97507, a library for modeling macromolecular complexes based
on our open-source Integrative Modeling Platform (IMP) package, version
2.6 (http://integrativemodeling.org) (Russel et al., 2012). Further details are
provided in Supplemental Experimental Procedures and our previous publications (Fernandez-Martinez et al., 2016; Kim et al., 2014; Shi et al., 2014).
ACCESSION NUMBERS
The coordinates and spatial restraints for NMR structure determination have
been deposited in the PDB (PDB: 5TVZ). NMR resonance assignments have
been deposited in the Biological Magnetic Resonance Bank (BMRB: 30201).
3D negative-stain EM reconstruction of Pom152 has been deposited in the
Electron Microscopy Data Bank (EMD: EMD-8543). The accession numbers
for the SAXS profiles for five Pom152 segments have been deposited in the
Small Angle Scattering Biological Data Bank (SASDB: SASDBV9, SASDBW9,
SASDBX9, SASDBY9, SASDBZ9). Files containing the input data, scripts, and
output structures are available online (https://salilab.org/pom152; https://
github.com/salilab/pom152).
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